JANA
—
a Personal Gaming and Activity Butler for Relatives

marco.soldati@fhnw.ch
Who We Are

Psychologists • Computer Scientists • Game Designers
Musicians • Art Designers

Myosotis-Garden
Multiplayer Video Games to Promote Well-Being

Elderly People • ICT Students • Therapists / Care Givers • Volunteers • Their Relatives
Jana – A Personal Gaming and Activity Butler for Relatives

1. Play Games
   - Myosotis
   - Preferences
   - Memories
   - Experiences
   - Abilities

2. Suggest Activities
   - Painting
   - Cooking
   - Watch Movies
   - Family
   - Caregivers
   - Friends

3. Remind
   - Phone Call
   - Write Letter
   - Prepare Visit

4. Reward
   - Achievements
   - Compliments
   - Collectibles

Project Idea
Looking for

Gerontologists • Data Scientists • Art Designers
Security Experts • HCI • AAL Experts

1. Play Games
2. Suggest Activities
3. Remind
4. Reward

JANA

Relatives
Elderly People

Business Partners • Game Producers
Caregivers/Therapists • Organisations for Relatives

AAL P Call 2020 Central InfoDay
Vienna, 30 January 2020